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Simulation of typial Cox�Voronoi ells with aspeial regard to implementation testsC. Gloaguen1, F. Fleisher2, H. Shmidt3, V. Shmidt3
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3 Department of Stohastis, University of Ulm, 89069 Ulm, GermanyReeived: date / Revised version: dateAbstrat We onsider stationary Poisson line proesses in the Eulideanplane and analyze properties of Voronoi tessellations indued by Poissonpoint proesses on these lines. In partiular, we desribe and test an algo-rithm for the simulation of typial ells of suh Cox�Voronoi tessellations.Using random testing, we validate our algorithm by omparing theoretialvalues of funtionals of the zero ell to simulated values obtained by our algo-rithm. Finally, we analyze geometri properties of the typial Cox�Voronoiell and ompare them to properties of the typial ell of other well�knownlasses of tessellations, espeially Poisson�Voronoi tessellations. Our resultsan be applied to stohasti�geometri modelling of networks in teleommu-niation and life sienes, for example. The lines an then represent roads inurban road systems, blood arteries or �lament strutures in biologial tissuesor ells, while the points an be loations of teleommuniation equipmentor vesiles, respetively.Key words : Stohasti geometry, Random tessellation, Typial ell, Shapeanalysis, Network, Random software testingAMS 2000 subjet lassi�ation : 60D05, 90B15, 68U201 IntrodutionThe Voronoi tessellation is one of the most popular model for subdividingthe Eulidean plane into onvex and ompat subsets. These subsets, alledVoronoi ells, are polygons onstruted aording to the nearest neighbor



2 C. Gloaguen et al.priniple with respet to a set of nulei. Appliations of suh tessellationmodels arise in numerous �elds, e.g. in eonomis, biology, and teleommu-niation; see Okabe et al. [10℄ and the referenes therein.A speial, but important lass of Voronoi tessellations are so�alledPoisson�Voronoi tessellations (PVT), whih are obtained if the nulei arerealizations of (homogeneous) Poisson point proesses. The priniple of ho-mogeneity (or, in other words, stationarity) of the generating point proessis often modi�ed to suit appliation purposes; see e.g. Bªaszzyszyn andShott [2℄, Okabe et al. [10℄. For example in the ontext of teleommuni-ation or life sienes, one onsiders models where the points are no longerrandomly sattered in the whole plane but are situated on lines whih itselfan be randomly distributed. In teleommuniation the lines ould representroads in urban road systems while the points are loations of teleommuni-ation equipment or ars; see e.g. Gloaguen et al. [4,5℄. In life sienes thelines ould represent blood arteries or �lament strutures in biologi tissuesor ells; see e.g. Shütz [12℄ and the referenes therein.In the present paper, we onsider on�gurations of lines indued bystationary Poisson line proesses and we analyze Voronoi tessellations whosenulei form (inhomogenous) Poisson point proesses on the lines. We allsuh a division of the plane a Cox�Voronoi tessellation (CVT) sine itsnulei are realizations of doubly stohasti Poisson point proesses, whihare also alled Cox proesses by some authors. By means of CVT, the spatialstruture of the underlying Cox proesses an be investigated. Furthermore,in the ontext of teleommuniation, the ells of CVT an be seen as servingzones of their respetive nulei.Important properties of stationary CVT an be omprehended by theirtypial ell, whih is, roughly speaking, the ell drawn uniformly out of theset of all possible ells. Using ditions of Palm theory, the typial ell an bethought of as the ell that ontains the origin under the ondition that theunderlying Cox proess has a point at the origin. We show how this Palmpriniple an be applied to develop an e�ient algorithm for the simulationof the typial ell of CVT. Sine only very few analytial formulae are knownfor CVT, simulation of the typial Cox�Voronoi ell is useful in order toget knowledge about �rst�order and seond�order moments and espeiallyabout distributional properties of ertain ell harateristis like the numberof verties, the area, or the perimeter. This knowledge an be applied, forexample, in modelling of teleommuniation networks to perform e�etiveost analyzes with respet to serving zones of teleommuniation equipment.The developed algorithm must of ourse be validated, where the valida-tion an be seen from di�erent viewpoints: from the perspetives of math-ematial statistis and omputer siene, respetively. Sine the output ofour algorithm is random, tests designed for randomized software are ap-plied. Over the last deades an enormous amount of literature dealing withmethods for testing software in a general meaning has been published; seee.g. Binder [1℄ and Sneed [13℄. However, the testing of software with randominput or random output has been almost ompletely negleted. Therefore



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 3publiations onerning this topi are very sare; see e.g. Mayer and Gud-erlei [7℄. Hene, besides desribing our algorithm, we explore random testtehniques in order to ensure orretness of the algorithm.Typially, one an distinguish between testing by using known theoreti-al formulae for ertain harateristis and testing by omparison to alreadyexisting algorithms. We illustrate both methods, whih are based on statis-tial signi�ane tests. Furthermore, in the ase of the typial Cox�Voronoiell, ertain saling�invariane properties an be used to test the algorithmby omparison to itself, i.e., by omparison between di�erent values of inputparameters. This tehnique allows us to test also for orretness of seond�order moments whih was rarely done before in the ontext of random soft-ware testing. The tested implementation of the algorithm is inluded inthe GeoStoh library, whih is a Java�based open�library system developedby the Departments of Applied Information Proessing and Stohastis ofthe University of Ulm. Notie that the GeoStoh system has been designedmainly for stohasti�geometri modelling and spatial statistial analysisof image date on geographi�artographi as well as mirosopi sales; seeMayer et al. [8℄ and http://www.geostoh.de.Finally, we ompare our simulation results for the typial Cox�Voronoiell to results obtained by analytial formulae for the typial ell of PVT.Obviously, both models are losely related and it is interesting to see whihkind of relationships exists between them or what are the di�erenes betweenthese two lasses of tessellations.The paper is organized as follows. Some neessary mathematial bak-ground is given in Setion 2, espeially the desription of the Cox�Voronoimodel. Setion 3 is devoted to the simulation algorithm for the typialCox�Voronoi ell. Methods for testing and validating this algorithm are dis-ussed in Setion 4, where di�erent tehniques are applied: the omparisonto known analytial formulae, the omparison to other related algorithms,and the omparison to results for di�erent values of input parameters. InSetion 5, numerial results for spei� values of parameter pairs are loselyinspeted, where it is shown how one an get results for any pair of given pa-rameters using the displayed values. Then, in a seond part of Setion 5, thesimulation results are ompared to results obtained by analytial formulaein the Poisson�Voronoi ase.2 Some preliminariesIn the following we brie�y introdue some mathematial notions and thebasi notation used in this paper. Partiularly, we emphasize the notion ofstationary random tessellations and their typial ells in the d�dimensionalEulidean spae IRd, where we fous on the planar ase d = 2. For a moredetailed disussion of the mathematial bakground, espeially in the ase
d > 2, it is referred to the literature, for example Shneider and Weil [11℄,and Stoyan, Kendall and Meke [14℄. Further information on random tessel-lations in IRd an also be found e.g. in Møller [9℄, and in Okabe et al. [10℄.



4 C. Gloaguen et al.Consider the 2�dimensional Eulidean plane IR2 with the Borel σ�alge-bra B(IR2). For an arbitrary set B ⊂ IR2, let int B, ∂B, and Bc denote theinterior, the boundary, and the omplement, respetively. Furthermore, forany B ∈ B(IR2), let ν2(B) denote the 2�dimensional Lebesgue measure andlet b(o, 1) be the unit ball with ν2(b(o, 1)) = π. The families of all losedsets, ompat sets, and onvex bodies (ompat and onvex sets) in IR2 aredenoted by F , K, and C, respetively.Random losed sets and point proesses A random losed set Ξ in IR2 is ameasurable mapping Ξ : Ω → F from some probability spae (Ω, σ(Ω), IP)into the spae (F ,B(F)), where B(F) denotes the smallest σ�algebra ofsubsets of F that ontains all sets {F ∈ F , F ∩ K 6= ∅} for any K ∈ K.Partiularly, Ξ is alled a random ompat set or a random onvex bodyif IP(Ξ ∈ K) = 1 or IP(Ξ ∈ C) = 1, respetively. A random losed set Ξ isalled stationary if its distribution is invariant under arbitrary translationsin IR2. Analogously, Ξ is alled isotropi if its distribution is invariant underarbitrary rotations about the origin o, respetively.Furthermore, the following notion of a point proess of random losedsets is useful. A measurable mapping X : Ω → N(F ′) from some probabilityspae (Ω, σ(Ω), IP) into the spae (N(F ′),N (F ′)) is alled a point proessin F ′, where N(F ′) denotes the family of all loally �nite ounting measureson B(F ′) with F ′ = F \ {∅} and where N (F ′) is the smallest σ�algebra ofsubsets of N(F ′) that ontains all sets {η ∈ N(F ′), η(F ∈ F ′, F ∩K 6= ∅) =
k} for any k = 0, 1, . . . and K ∈ K. Stationarity and isotropy of X an bede�ned as in the ase of random losed sets mentioned above. The mapping
Λ : B(F ′) → [0,∞] with Λ(B) = IE(X(B)) for any B ∈ B(F ′) is alled theintensity measure of X .A Poisson point proess X in F ′ is de�ned by two properties. First,the number of points X(B) of X in a set B ∈ B(F ′) with Λ(B) < ∞ isPoisson distributed with parameter Λ(B) and, seond, for arbitrary n ≥ 2and for any pairwise disjoint Borel sets B1, . . . , Bn ∈ B(F ′) with Λ(B1) <
∞, . . . , Λ(Bn) < ∞, the random variables X(B1), . . . , X(Bn) are indepen-dent.Often it is su�ient to onsider simple point proesses, whih meansthat there exists a sequene (Ξn)n∈IN of random losed sets Ξn : Ω → F ′suh that X =

∑X(F ′)
n=1 δΞn

and Ξn 6= Ξn′ if n 6= n′. An important speialase of a (simple) point proess in F ′ is given if the random losed sets Ξnonsist of single points only. Then, X is alled a point proess in IR2 andan be onsidered as random ounting measure on B(IR2). Furthermore, inase of stationarity, there exists a onstant λ ≥ 0 (alled the intensity of X)suh that Λ(B) = λν2(B) for any B ∈ B(IR2).Poisson line proesses Consider the spae S of all a�ne 1�dimensionalsubspaes in IR2 and let L = {L ∈ S : o ∈ L}. A point proess X in F ′is alled a (planar) line proess if for the intensity measure Λ of X it holdsthat Λ(F ′ \S) = 0. In ase of stationarity, Λ an be disintegrated as follows.



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 5Suppose that Λ is loally �nite and not equal to the zero measure. Then,there exists a onstant λℓ ∈ (0,∞) and a probability measure Θ on B(L),alled the orientation distribution of X , suh that
Λ(B) = λℓ

∫

L

∫

L⊥

1IB(L + x)ν1(dx)Θ(dL) (1)for any B ∈ B(S), where ν1 denotes the 1�dimensional Lebesgue�measureon the orthogonal omplement L⊥ ∈ L of L ∈ L. Notie that formula (1)yields that
λℓ =

1

2
IEX(L ∈ S : L ∩ b(o, 1) 6= ∅) , (2)i.e., 2λℓ is the expeted number of lines hitting b(o, 1). In partiular, weonsider the ase that X is a stationary and isotropi Poisson line proess.Then, Θ is the uniform distribution on B(L) and X an be represented in theform X =

∑

n≥1 δℓ(Rn,Vn)
, where {Rn} is a stationary Poisson point proessin IR with intensity λℓ and {Vn} is an independent sequene of independentand identially distributed random variables with uniform distribution on

[0, π). For eah line ℓ(Rn,Vn), the angle Vn is measured in anti�lokwisediretion between the x�axis and the outer orientation vetor of the line,whereas Rn denotes the signed perpendiular distane of the line to theorigin. Notie that Formula (1) an be written as
Λ(B) =

λℓ

π

∫ π

0

∫

IR

1IB(ℓ(r,v))drdv , B ∈ B(S) . (3)Furthermore, eah line ℓ(Rn,Vn) in IR2 an be desribed by its Hessian normalform ℓ(Rn,Vn) = {(x, y) ∈ IR2 : x cosVn + y sin Vn = Rn}. It is easy to seethat the expeted total length IE
∑

n≥1 ν1(ℓ(Rn,Vn)∩b(o, 1)) of lines ℓ(Rn,Vn)in the unit ball b(o, 1) is given by πλℓ. Thus, γ = λℓ is the expeted totallength per unit area and, therefore, alled the intensity of the random losedset Xℓ =
⋃

n≥1 ℓ(Rn,Vn). For simpliity, both Xℓ and X =
∑

n≥1 δℓ(Rn,Vn)are alled Poisson line proesses in the following; see also Fig. 1a.Cox proesses indued by Poisson line proesses In order to desribe (dou-bly stohasti) point proesses in IR2 loated on the lines of Poisson line pro-esses, we use the onept of Cox proesses, whih an be seen as a general-ization of (inhomogeneous) Poisson point proesses in IR2. More formally, let
Xℓ be a stationary and isotropi Poisson line proess with intensity γ. Then,given Xℓ, the Cox proess Xc is a Poisson point proess in IR2 with (ondi-tional) intensity measure Λc(· | Xℓ) = λν1(Xℓ∩·) for some λ > 0. In partiu-lar,Xc is a stationary and isotropi point proess in IR2 whose intensity mea-sure Λc satis�es the relationships Λc(·) = IEXc(·) = λIEν1(Xℓ∩·) = λγν2(·),i.e., λc = λγ is the intensity of Xc. Furthermore, the point proesses on theindividual lines of the Poisson line proess Xℓ are (1�dimensional) Poissonpoint proesses with intensity λ. Thus, λ an be interpreted as mean num-ber of points per unit length of Xℓ. In Fig. 1b, a realization of a Cox proessis shown indued by Poisson point proesses on the lines of a Poisson lineproess.



6 C. Gloaguen et al.
(a) Realization of a Poisson lineproess (b) Realization of Cox points onthe lines of a Poisson line proess

() Voronoi ells having Cox pointsas nulei (d) Realization of a Cox�VoronoitessellationFigure 1 Constrution priniple for the Cox�Voronoi tessellation (γ = 0.1 and
λ = 0.04)Random tessellations A tessellation in IR2 is some ountable family τ =
{Cn}n≥1 of onvex bodies Cn ∈ C suh that int Cn 6= ∅ for all n, int Cn ∩
int Cm = ∅ for all n 6= m, ⋃

n≥1 Cn = IR2, and ∑

n≥1 1I{Cn∩K 6=∅} < ∞ foranyK ∈ K. Notie that the sets Cn, alled the ells of τ , are polytopes in IR2.The family of all tessellations in IR2 is denoted by T . A random tessellationin IR2 is a (simple) point proess ∑

n≥1 δΞn
in F ′ suh that IP({Ξn}n≥1 ∈

T ) = 1. Notie that a random tessellation an also be onsidered as a markedpoint proess Xτ =
∑

n≥1 δ[α(Ξn),Ξ0
n] in IR2, where α : C′ → IR2, C′ = C\{∅},is a measurable mapping suh that α(C) ∈ C and α(C + x) = α(C) + xfor any C ∈ C′ and x ∈ IRd, and where Ξ0

n = Ξn − α(Ξn) is the enteredell orresponding to Ξn whih ontains the origin. The point α(C) ∈ IR2is alled an assoiated point of C and an be hosen, for example, to be thelexiographially smallest point of C.It is not di�ult to see that the lines of a stationary and isotropi Pois-son line proess Xℓ indue a (stationary and isotropi) random tessella-tion in IR2, whih is alled a Poisson line tessellation (PLT); see Fig. 2a.Furthermore, for any point proess X =
∑

n≥1 δPn
in IR2, onsider the



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 7random sets Ξn = {x ∈ IR2 : |x − Pn| ≤ |x − Pm| for and m 6= n }. If
IP({Ξn}n≥1 ∈ T ) = 1, then Xτ =

∑

n≥1 δΞn
is alled a Voronoi tessellationindued by X , where Pn is alled the nuleus of Ξn. Notie that the nu-lei of Voronoi tessellations an be onsidered as assoiated points of theirells. In partiular, Xτ is alled a Poisson�Voronoi tessellation (PVT) if

X is a Poisson proess; see Fig. 2b. Similarly, Xτ is alled a Cox�Voronoitessellation (CVT) if X is a Cox proess; see Fig. 1,d. Furthermore, thetriangulation, whih arises when the nulei of neighboring ells of a PVTare onneted, is alled a Poisson�Delaunay tessellation (PDT); see Fig. 2.
(a) PLT (b) PVT () PDTFigure 2 Realizations of three basi tessellation models: PLT, PVT, PDTTypial ell and zero ell of stationary tessellations Suppose that the mark-ed point proessXτ =

∑

n≥1 δ[α(Ξn),Ξ0
n] is stationary with positive and �niteintensity λτ = IE#{n : α(Ξn) ∈ [0, 1)2}. By P0 we denote the family of allonvex polytopes with their assoiated point at the origin. Then, the Palmmark distribution P 0 of Xτ is given by P 0(B) = λ−1

τ IE#{n : α(Ξn) ∈
[0, 1)2, Ξ0

n ∈ B} for any B ∈ B(F) ∩ P0. Notie that a random polytope
Ξ∗ : Ω → P0, whose distribution oinides with P 0, is alled the typial ellof Xτ . Furthermore, it holds that

λ−1
τ =

∫

P0

ν2(C)P 0(dC) , (4)i.e., the expeted area IEν2(Ξ
∗) = ∫

P0 ν2(C)P 0(dC) of the typial ell Ξ∗is equal to λ−1
τ .The zero ell Ξ0 of a stationary tessellation Xτ is de�ned to be the ellwhih ontains the origin o, i.e., Ξ0 = Ξn if o ∈ int Ξn. Up to translation,the distribution of the zero ell (of stationary tessellations) is the area�weighted distribution of the typial ell. In partiular, for any translation�invariant, non�negative and measurable funtional f : C → IR we havethat

IEf(Ξ0) = λτ IE(f(Ξ∗) ν2(Ξ
∗)) . (5)



8 C. Gloaguen et al.Moreover, it holds that IP(ν2(Ξ
0) ≤ x) ≤ IP(ν2(Ξ

∗) ≤ x) for any x ≥ 0.This immediately implies that IEνk
2 (Ξ0) ≥ IEνk

2 (Ξ∗) for eah k = 1, 2, . . ..3 Typial ell of stationary CVTA simulation algorithm, based on Slivniak's theorem onerning the Palmdistribution of stationary point proesses of Poisson type (see e.g. [11℄, [14℄)is given for the typial ell of stationary CVT. See also [6℄ for algorithms tosimulate the typial ell of other stationary tessellations.Representation of the typial ell The typial ell Ξ∗ of a CVT Xτ anbe given as follows. Assume that the Cox proess Xc of nulei has intensity
λc = λγ and is indued by a Poisson line proess Xℓ with intensity γ as de-sribed in Setion 2. Let ℓ(o,V ′

0) be a line through the origin with orientationangle V ′
0 whih is independent of Xc and uniformly distributed on [0, 2π).Furthermore, given V ′

0 , let X∗ be an independent stationary Poisson pointproess on ℓ(o,V ′

0) with intensity λ. Then, by Slivniak's theorem, the typi-al ell Ξ∗ of Xτ has the same distribution as the zero ell of the Voronoitessellation indued by the superimposed point proess Xc + X∗ + δo.Simulation algorithm To simulate the Poisson line proess Xℓ radially,i.e., with inreasing distane from the origin, it is su�ient to simulateindependent random variables Ti ∼ Exp(2γ) and V ′
i ∼ U[0, 2π] for eah

i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and for some k ≥ 1. Then, k simulated lines an be obtainedfrom the pairs (R′
i, V

′
i ), where R′

i =
∑i

j=1 Tj . In view of this and beauseof the representation of the typial ell Ξ∗ mentioned above, our algorithm,visualized in Fig. 3, starts by simulating the initial line ℓ1 = ℓ(o,V ′

0) throughthe origin o with uniform orientation on [0, 2π). The nearest�neighbor points
P1 and P2 in eah diretion of ℓ1 then have Eulidean distanes Y1 and
Y2 from o, where Y1 and Y2 are independent and Exp(λ)�distributed; seeFigure 3a.Afterwards a uniformly oriented seond line ℓ2 = ℓR′

1,V ′

1
is simulated,where R′

1 ∼ Exp(2γ) , and the point of intersetion Pℓ1,ℓ2 between ℓ1 and
ℓ2 is omputed. Then, the nearest�neighbor points of Pℓ1,ℓ2 , say P3 and P4,are simulated on ℓ2 using the memoryless property of the one�dimensionalPoisson proess on ℓ2, i.e., the distanes of the nearest�neighbor points ineah diretion of ℓ2 from the point of intersetion Pℓ1,ℓ2 are again Exp(λ)�distributed; see Figure 3b. The four points P1, P2, P3, and P4, togetherwith the origin o, are used to onstrut a �rst initial ell by omputing theVoronoi ell of o with respet to the set {o, P1, P2, P3, P4}. Notie that byusing the general onstrution priniple of Voronoi tessellations, this initialell provides an upper bound for the maximum distane from o to all thoselines of Xℓ that an in�uene the shape of the Voronoi ell with o as itsnuleus.This maximum distane equals two times the maximum distane of allverties of the initial ell from o ; see Fig. 3. Notie that for simulating



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 9the typial Cox�Voronoi ell it is not neessary to simulate further pointson ℓ1, sine they an not in�uene the typial ell. This is due to the fatthat all bisetors of points on ℓ1 with respet to o are parallel to eahother and hene have no point of intersetion. For ℓ2 this is not the ase,meaning that further points have to be simulated with an exponentiallydistributed distane to the adjaent point on ℓ2. By simulating further lines
ℓi+1 = ℓ(R′

i
,V ′

i
) , i ≥ 2 with R′

i−1 < R′
i and R′

i − R′
i−1 ∼ Exp(2γ), and bysimulating appropriately many points on these lines, it is �nally possibleto generate a ell whose distribution oinides with the distribution of thetypial ell; see Fig. 3d.For the purpose of short run�times, it is advisable to adjust the newmaximum distane after having simulated a new line with simulated pointson it and after having onstruted the orresponding bisetors with regardto o. This means if the onsidered ell is split by a bisetor of one of thenewly simulated points, it is possible that the regarded maximum distanean be redued. The whole proedure is arried out until the distane of thenext simulated line from o is bigger than the maximum distane, whih isequal to two times the maximum distane from all verties of the regardedell to o.

P

P

0

1

2

l1(a) Initial line ℓ1 with points o, P1and P2

0

P

P

P

P2

3

4

l

1

1

l2

(b) Seond line ℓ2 with points P3and P4

() Initial ell (d) Typial ellFigure 3 Simulation algorithm for the typial Cox�Voronoi ell



10 C. Gloaguen et al.4 Algorithm testsOf ourse, the implementation of an algorithm has to be tested in order todetet implementation errors. In the present paper, three di�erent types ofstatistial tests are applied in order to evaluate the simulation algorithmdesribed in Setion 3, where di�erent (known) properties of the typial ellare used. Firstly, we use the fat that the mean area of the typial ell isreiproal to the intensity (in our ase λc = γλ) of the orresponding tessel-lation; see (4). Seondly, applying the relationship (5) between funtionalsof the zero ell and of the typial ell, we get estimates for harateristisof the zero ell by simulating the typial ell and ompare them to resultsdiretly obtained by simulation of the zero ell. Finally, we use a ertainsaling property, i.e. the fat that the expetations of ertain (appropri-ately saled) harateristis of CVT do not depend on the quotient γ/λ. Inthis way, it is possible to test the algorithm by running it for di�erent valuesof the input parameters λ and γ suh that γ/λ is �xed.Area test In order to analyze the expeted area IEν2(Ξ
∗) of the typial ell

Ξ∗ of a CVT Xτ , reall that (4) holds, i.e., IEν2(Ξ
∗) = (λγ)−1, where γ is theintensity of the Poisson line proess Xℓ and λ is the mean number of pointsper unit length of Xℓ. Therefore it is reasonable to test the null-hypothesisthat the expetation of results for the area of the typial ell Ξ∗ providedby the implemented algorithm should be equal to (λγ)−1. To evaluate suha null�hypothesis a well�known statistial test is used, where n = 2000000realizations ξ̃∗1 , . . . , ξ̃∗n of the implemented version Ξ̃∗ of the typial ell

Ξ∗ were generated to get the estimate 1
n

∑n

i=1 ν̃2(ξ̃
∗
i ) for IEν2(Ξ

∗), where
ν̃2(ξ̃

∗
i ) denotes the result for the area of a realization ξ̃i provided by theimplementation of the algorithm. Sine the underlying sampling variables

ν̃2(Ξ̃
∗
i ) are supposed to be independent and identially distributed and sineour sample size n is large enough, the test statisti

T =
√

n
1
n

∑n

i=1 ν̃2(Ξ̃
∗
i ) − (λγ)−1

√

1
n−1

∑n

i=1

(

ν̃2(Ξ̃∗
i ) − 1

n

∑n

i=1 ν̃2(Ξ̃∗
i )

)2is nearly N(0, 1)�distributed; see e.g. [3℄. Thus, an asymptoti Gaussian testan be applied to get inferene about the null�hypothesis. Table 1 showsthe p�values of suh test for di�erent values of γ and c = γ/λ , wherefor a signi�ane level of α = 0.05, say, the null�hypothesis is rejetedonly one for all regarded ases, whih oinides well with the de�nition ofthe signi�ane level. As onlusion, it an be assumed that the algorithmprovides orret values for the expeted area of the typial Cox�Voronoiell.Tests using omparison with the zero ell By (5), a seond possibilityto test the orretness of the algorithm an be provided. Given an im-plementation to simulate the zero ell Ξ0 of Xτ , estimated harateristis



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 11Table 1 Area tests for the typial Cox�Voronoi ell algorithm: p�values
γ 0.125 0.25 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.25 1.5=10 0.994 0.608 0.972 0.675 0.958 0.979 0.582 0.158=50 0.778 0.693 0.932 0.917 0.082 0.114 0.002 0.798=120 0.092 0.745 0.760 0.434 0.436 0.880 0.347 0306Table 2 Tests by omparison with zero ell algorithm (�xed c): p�values(a) c = 10

γ η ν1 ν20.125 0.067 0.068 0.1390.25 0.187 0.308 0.2370.4 0.104 0.020 0.0570.5 0.391 0.536 0.7800.8 0.174 0.377 0.2551.0 0.108 0.019 0.0331.25 0.696 0.632 0.6731.5 0.805 0.508 0.431
(b) c = 120

γ η ν1 ν20.125 0.741 0.827 0.7590.25 0.284 0.080 0.0570.4 0.335 0.157 0.1600.5 0.652 0.632 0.7580.8 0.673 0.749 0.8291.0 0.285 0.178 0.2321.25 0.471 0.509 0.3871.5 0.637 0.756 0.793
η̂(Ξ̂0), ν̂1(∂̂Ξ̂0) and ν̂2(Ξ̂

0) for the number of verties η(Ξ0), the perime-ter ν1(∂Ξ0), and the area ν2(Ξ
0), respetively; are ompared to estimatedarea�weighted harateristis of the typial Cox�Voronoi ell Ξ∗, where thelatter are omputed by using our algorithm to be tested. Then, similar to thesituation of the area test desribed above, we arrive at (asymptoti Gaus-sian) two�sample tests for the equality of two expetations. Here 2000000realizations of Ξ̃∗ and 2000000 realizations of Ξ̂0 were generated to verifynull�hypotheses, stating that� IEη̂(Ξ̂0) = λγ IE(η̃(Ξ̃∗) ν̃2(Ξ̃
∗))� IEν̂1(∂̂Ξ̂0) = λγ IE(ν̃1(∂̃Ξ̃∗) ν̃2(Ξ̃

∗))� IEν̂2(Ξ̂
0) = λγ IEν̃2

2 (Ξ̃∗).Table 2 depits resulting p�values for �xed values of c = γ/λ and di�erentvalues of γ, while Table 3 lists p�values for �xed γ but varying c. These ta-bles show that regarding a signi�ane level of α = 0.05 , the number of aseswhere the null�hypothesis is atually rejeted is very lose to the theoreti-ally expeted number under the null�hypothesis. Therefore the omparisonbetween our algorithm for the typial Cox�Voronoi ell and a zero ell algo-rithm assures that our algorithm provides orret estimates, assuming thatthe algorithm for the zero ell is orret.Tests using invariane properties under saling Notie that a ertain zoom-ing e�et an be observed for the CVT introdued in Setion 2. More pre-isely, for c = γ/λ �xed, the following saling�invariane properties hold.Suppose that γ = aγ0 and λ = aλ0 for some γ0, λ0 > 0 �xed and a → 0.



12 C. Gloaguen et al.Table 3 Tests by omparison with zero ell algorithm (γ = 0.125): p�values η ν1 ν220 0.653 0.704 0.70530 0.859 0.608 0.64240 0.733 0.770 0.78360 0.424 0.700 0.63690 0.316 0.187 0.210Then, the expeted number of verties of the typial ell is onstant, whereasthe expeted perimeter and the square root of the expeted area of the typ-ial ell grow linearly, proportionally to a−1. As a onlusion, it is possibleto test the equality of (suitably saled) expetations for results provided bythe implementation of the algorithm for a �xed value of c and for di�er-ent values of γ and λ, respetively. Moreover, similar saling properties aretrue for higher�order moments of the number of verties, the perimeter andthe expeted area of the typial ell. Thus, after suitable saling, testingthe equality of varianes is also possible. For di�erent values of the pair
(γ, λ) with a onstant quotient c = γ/λ , 2000000 realizations of Ξ̃∗ weregenerated and estimates of (suitably saled) expetations of the number ofverties, the perimeter and the expeted area of the typial ell were om-puted. Using the same type of (asymptoti Gaussian) two�sample tests asin the ase desribed above, the equality of these expetations provided bythe algorithm an be veri�ed. Regarding the equality of the estimation forthe expeted perimeters provided by the implementation, the p�values aredisplayed in Table 4 for c = 50. Furthermore, 2000000 realizations of Ξ̃∗were generated for eah of 3 di�erent values of c = γ/λ and 8 di�erent val-ues of γ, where asymptoti Levene�type tests have been performed for thenull-hypothesis of equality of 8 varianes of the number of verties as wellas of (suitably saled) perimeter and area of the typial ell, respetively.Notie one more, that always the equality of expetations for the estimatesprovided by the implementation of the algorithm are tested, not the equal-ity of expetations for theoretial harateristis. Here the quantiles of the(asymptoti) χ2

7�distribution of the test statistis are used to ompute the
p�values for the 3 onsidered values of c. They are displayed in Table 5. Forother hoies of c and γ, we obtained similar results, whih justi�es to statethat the algorithm behaves as expeted.5 Numerial resultsIn this setion, some numerial results for the typial Cox�Voronoi ell Ξ∗are presented, whih have been obtained by the simulation algorithm de-sribed in Setion 3. Of partiular interest are distributional properties aswell as �rst�order and seond�order moments of ell harateristis suh asarea, perimeter, and number of verties. Apart from that, di�erenes to the



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 13Table 4 Tests for equality of expeted perimeter estimates (c = 50): p�values
γ/γ 0.125 0.25 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.25 1.50.125 � 0.636 0.373 0.393 0.918 0.928 0.995 0.4370.25 0.636 � 0.251 0.268 0.851 0.867 0.986 0.3060.4 0.373 0.251 � 0.521 0.957 0.963 0.998 0.5660.5 0.3933 0.268 0.521 � 0.951 0.958 0.998 0.5440.8 0.918 0.851 0.957 0.951 � 0.527 0.878 0.0611.0 0.928 0.86679 0.962 0.958 0.527 � 0.863 0.0531.25 0.995 0.986 0.998 0.998 0.878 0.863 � 0.0031.5 0.437 0.306 0.566 0.544 0.061 0.053 0.003 �Table 5 Levene's test for equality of varianes: p�values η ν1 ν210 0.457 0.883 0.90750 0.034 0.623 0.296120 0.449 0.608 0.603behavior of orresponding harateristis of the typial ell of lassial PVTare examined.Distributional properties For all simulations we used n = 2000000 itera-tions. In Figure 4 histograms for the area, the number of verties, and theperimeter of the typial Cox�Voronoi ell are displayed, where γ = 0.125and c = 60 or c = 90, respetively. At �rst sight, the area seems to follow aGamma�distribution, whereas the histogram for the perimeter of the typ-ial ell looks like a histogram of a normal distribution. Furthermore, thehistograms of the number of verties seem to have similar shape as the onefor the area, but this time in a disrete version. Notie also that the modesof the latter two histograms oinide with the expetation IEη(Ξ∗) = 6 ofthe underlying theoretial distributions. For other hoies of parameters cand γ, the histograms look quite similar.First�order and seond�order moments Table 6 shows simulation resultsfor funtionals f(Ξ∗) of the typial Cox�Voronoi ell Ξ∗, where f(Ξ∗) iseither ν2(Ξ

∗) (area), ν1(∂Ξ∗) (perimeter), or η(Ξ∗) (number of verties).Besides the expetations IEf(Ξ∗), the varianes Varf(Ξ∗) as well as theoe�ients of variation cvf(Ξ∗) = 100
√

Varf(Ξ∗)/IEf(Ξ∗) (i.e., standarddeviation times 100 divided by expetation) are also displayed in Table 6,where results are shown for di�erent values of γ and �xed parameter c =
γ/λ = 50. Reall that in the ase presented in Table 6, i.e. for di�erentvalues of γ and �xed c, the moments IEf(Ξ∗) and Varf(Ξ∗), respetively, arerelated to eah other by saling. For example, IEη(Ξ∗) does not depend on
γ, whereas IEν1(∂Ξ∗) and √

IEν2(Ξ∗) are linear with respet to 1/γ. Thesesaling properties are niely re�eted by the simulated estimates given in
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(a) Area (b) Perimeter
() Number of verties (c = 60) (d) Number of verties (c = 90)Figure 4 Histograms for harateristis of the typial Cox�Voronoi ellTable 6. In partiular, the oe�ients of variation given in Table 6 showthat similar saling properties, analogous to those for expetations, holdwith respet to varianes.In Table 7, the dual ase is onsidered for some �xed γ and for dif-ferent values of c. Furthermore, by the same saling properties as men-tioned above, the simulated estimates given in Table 7 an be used inorder to ompute estimates for IEf(Ξ∗), Varf(Ξ∗), and cvf(Ξ∗) for any

c ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 90, 120} and γ arbitrary. For example, for c = 20and γ = 0.25, we would get the estimates 6.001, 71.136, and 320.073 for
IEη(Ξ∗), IEν1(∂Ξ∗), and IEν2(Ξ

∗), respetively. If we would like to knowestimates for some c 6∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 90, 120}, they ould either bedetermined by interpolation from the data given in Table 7, or by simulationfor the value of c under onsideration and for some �xed γ and, afterwards,for the desired values of γ by using the saling properties. Moreover, lookingat the estimates for IEη(Ξ∗) given in Table 7, we see that all these estimatesare almost equal to 6 for any c, whih is onform with the saling invari-ane of IEη(Ξ∗). However, the estimates for the varianes Varη(Ξ∗) seemto slightly derease for inreasing c. On the other hand, the estimates forexpetations and varianes of perimeter and area, respetively, inrease for



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 15Table 6 Estimates for �rst�order and seond�order moments for c = 50 anddi�erent values of γ

γ IEf(Ξ∗) Varf(Ξ∗) cvf(Ξ∗)0.125 6.000 1.892 22.9250.25 6.001 1.896 22.9450.4 5.998 1.896 22.957
η(Ξ∗) 0.5 5.999 1.897 22.9590.8 6.000 1.895 22.9431.0 6.001 1.896 22.9451.25 6.001 1.900 22.9701.5 6.001 1.900 22.9700.125 225.207 3912.919 27.7760.25 112.617 976.756 27.7520.4 70.370 382.203 27.782

ν1(∂Ξ∗) 0.5 56.297 244.286 27.7630.8 35.205 95.521 27.7621.0 28.165 61.139 27.7621.25 22.540 39.168 27.7661.5 18.766 27.134 27.7580.125 3198.954 3747622.689 60.5160.25 799.828 233774.327 60.4510.4 312.300 35711.831 60.511
ν2(Ξ

∗) 0.5 199.882 14625.775 60.5040.8 78.172 2234.666 60.4721.0 50.026 914.832 60.4611.25 32.040 375.760 60.5011.5 22.212 180.516 60.488inreasing c, whereas, interestingly enough, the estimates for the oe�ientsof variation derease for inreasing c.Comparison to PVT Another interesting e�et ours when the expetedperimeter IEν1(∂Ξ∗) of the typial ell Ξ∗ of a CVT is ompared to theexpeted perimeter IEν1(∂Ξ∗
PV T ) of the typial ell Ξ∗

PV T of a PVT withthe same intensity. Notie that for the typial ell Ξ∗
PV T of a PVT withintensity λPV T it holds that

IEν2(Ξ
∗
PV T ) =

1

λPV T

, IEν1(∂Ξ∗
PV T ) =

4√
λPV T

, IEη(Ξ∗
PV T ) = 6 . (1)In partiular, IEη(Ξ∗

PV T ) = IEη(Ξ∗) and, assuming that λPV T = λγ,we have IEν2(Ξ
∗
PV T ) = IEν2(Ξ

∗). Furthermore, using the seond formula in(1), we an ompare the expeted perimeter IEν1(∂Ξ∗
PV T ) to the estimatefor IEν1(∂Ξ∗) obtained by the simulation algorithm desribed in Setion 3.Some numerial results are displayed in Tables 8 and 9, where it is assumedthat the expeted areas IEν2(Ξ

∗
PV T ) and IEν2(Ξ

∗) oinide, being equal



16 C. Gloaguen et al.Table 7 Estimates for �rst�order and seond�order moments for γ = 0.125 anddi�erent values of c  IEf(Ξ∗) Varf(Ξ∗) cvf(Ξ∗)10 5.998 2.088 24.09120 6.001 1.981 23.45430 6.002 1.939 23.200
η(Ξ∗) 40 6.002 1.915 23.05650 5.999 1.892 22.92960 6.000 1.883 22.87090 5.999 1.863 22.752120 6.000 1.850 22.66910 100.500 1000.239 31.46920 142.271 1771.053 29.58030 174.355 2501.238 28.684

ν1(∂Ξ∗) 40 201.424 3210.422 28.13050 225.207 3912.919 27.77660 246.843 4599.240 27.47490 302.432 6640.160 26.944120 349.528 8637.773 26.59010 639.216 197578.455 69.53820 1280.290 688685.388 64.81930 1920.488 1447118.677 62.63840 2560.610 2467092.919 61.340
ν2(Ξ

∗) 50 3198.953 3747622.689 60.51660 3840.243 5272317.126 59.79290 5758.732 11386016.845 58.595120 7684.181 19751363.890 57.836Table 8 Expeted perimeters of Ξ∗

PV T and Ξ∗ provided that IEν2(Ξ
∗

PV T ) =
IEν2(Ξ

∗) = 100  γ λ λPVT CVT PVT10 0.3162 0.03162 0.0100 39.731 40.00020 0.4472 0.02237 0.0100 39.785 40.00030 0.5477 0.01826 0.0100 39.793 40.00040 0.6325 0.01581 0.0100 39.807 40.00050 0.7071 0.01414 0.0100 39.832 40.00060 0.77460 0.01291 0.0100 39.834 40.00090 0.9487 0.01054 0.0100 39.848 40.000120 1.095 0.00913 0.0100 39.879 40.000



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 17Table 9 Expeted perimeters of Ξ∗

PV T and Ξ∗ provided that IEν2(Ξ
∗

PV T ) =
IEν2(Ξ

∗) = 625  γ λ λPVT CVT PVT10 0.1265 0.01265 0.00160 99.312 100.00020 0.1789 0.00895 0.00160 99.407 100.00030 0.2191 0.00730 0.00160 99.472 100.00040 0.2530 0.00633 0.00160 99.518 100.00050 0.2828 0.00566 0.00160 99.593 100.00060 0.3098 0.00516 0.00160 99.598 100.00090 0.3795 0.00422 0.00160 99.615 100.000120 0.4382 0.00365 0.00160 99.699 100.000to 40 and 100, respetively. Similar results are obtained for other values of
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